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A computer program for convenient storage of tag re lease/-
re cap ture data is given. The program provides a facility to 
combine yearclasses if releases/recaptures are split into 
yearclasses. One estimate of number and three different esti-
mates of survival are printed as output. Tab les of re lease/ 
recaptures of tags in different years and ~bsolute and relative 
tagging densitites together with a table of catch statistics 
are also given. The program is interactive and presupposes no 
knowledge of programming .. 
l. Introduction 
The program is written in NORD-FORTRAN (Anon. , 1979) ·and is 
implemented on a ND-100 computer. 
The user must create his own datafiles in the prescribed 
manner. Once this is done the program i? selfexplaining, and 
the results will be printed on the lineprinter. 
2 
The routines used are basically taken from Seber, 1973. One 
routine to estimate survival is from Hamre, 1978. 
2. The data files 
This data file consist of the following record types: A,B,C,D, 
E,F and*· One of these characters must be the first character 
in a record. 
A-type: 
This record type occurs only once in the data file as the first 
record. It is convenient to have an alpha-numeric stock descrip-
tion here. Upto 39 characters are allowed. 
B-type: 
This record preceedes all data concernlng the actual yearclass 
or group. If the given year for a "yearclass" is negative it is 
not possible to combine with other groups but is taken as a 
stand-alone-group~ 
C-type: 
These records are the release history of the actual yearclass. 
D-type: 
The D-records gives the recapture history of the actual year-
class. 
E-type: 
These records contains the number screened and the .. number 
totally catched of the yearclass in each year. The last E-re-· 
cord of the ·actual yearclass will either be succeeded by a new 






This record is the last record of the file and it is only one 
F-record in the file. It contains only the character F. :i 
l 
*-type: 
If an asteriks is in the first column in any record it is 
ignored. This recordtype is convenient for spacing and comments 
in the datafile. A maximum of 40 characters are allowed. 
This file tells us the weight of an individual at different 
ages in grams. 
3. Warnings when creating the data files 
Give the yearclasses in increasing order (1969, 1970 etc.). It 
is a1ways supposed by the program that the first year tags were 
released into the population, tags were also released into the 
oldest age group. If, by accident, this age group was not 
present the first year, you must create a C-record for this 
yearclass in that year with zero tags released. When a year-
class is recorded one year it must always be recorded by some 
figure (might be zero) the following years that recaptures are 
done. In the present versions of the program the maximum number 
of years that releases or recaptures can be done is 30 years 
which should be sufficient for most cases. It is easy to 
increase this number. 
4. What the program does 
The program·prints out three tables. 
the table of recaptures. This simply lists the number 
of tags released in each year together with a record 
of when and how many tags from each release that were 
recaptured. The sums of lines and columns in the 
array are printed out. 
4 
the tab le of tagging dens i ties. This tab le has tqe 
same layout as the above table, but the elements in 
the array of tag recaptures is divided by the number 
of individuals screened the actual year and multi-
plied by 106 . 
the table of relative tagging densities. The elements 
in this table are computed from the table of tagging 
densities by taking the mean in each line and divide 
each number in the line by this mean value. 
the table of catch statistics, gives the number 
screened, the total number catched and the ratio 
between these two figures for each year of recapture. 
the table of estimates of weight, number and survi-
val, lists for each year estimates of weight, number, 
standard error of number and three different estim-
ates of survival. Two estimates of survival are given 
with an estimate of their standard error. 
A chisquared test statistic is produced for the third 
of the ~hree survival estimates. See chapter 5.3. 
5. · Theory of the computations 
The estimates of these figures are computed· according to the 
formulaes on page 218 in- Se ber. 
With the great humbers involved in fisheries w.or~, it is easily 













R. number of marked individuals released in year i 
1. 
i= 1,2, .... ,8 
ns. 
J 
= number of individuals screened for tags in year 
m .. l.J 
= number of tags released in year i recaptured in 
j ~ i 




This is the same formula as given in chapter 3. 7 in Seber, 
1973. 
When the first y~ar of recaptures are excluded due to incom-
plete mixing, m .. and ns .. are excluded from (1). 
1.1. J =]_ 
NOTE: The figures for Ri are adjusted in the program by the 
tagging survival at release given interact~vely by the user for 
each year. The figures for nsj must be the number effectively 
screened for tags. 
The estimate of standard error of ~. should be considered as an 
1. 
approximate estimate. In general it will be too small because 
the R.'s are random variables, the ns.'s are random variables, 
' 1 J 
the age/length keys used to split tags and catch into different 
yearclasses are random variables and there could be incomplete 
mixing and unknown immigration/emigration into/out of the 
population. 
6 
This is simply the estimated numb.er f:fi multiplied by the weight 
at age of the yearclass. in year i It is only possible to use 
one weight at'age key in the program so differences in growth 
patterns between yearclasses are not taken into account. 
5.3 The estimates of survial, •i 











This is the estimate used by Hamre, · 1978. It is simply the 
ratio between f:fi+l and f:fi where the first year of recapture is 
excluded for f:f. using (1). Standard error of this estimate is 
1 
not given. 
The second estimate of survival with standard error is the 
method given on page 218 in Seber. The third estimate of 
survival, with standard error is the method given in chapter 
5.4.1 in Seber. 
6. Relative tagging d~nsities 
Relative tagging densities is a convenient teol if you want to 
check if there is some trends in the recapture data. The 
relative tagging density is taken as the tagging .density 
divided by the mean tagging density for all years of recapture 
for the actual release. If the assumptions of the underlying 
statistical model for the Petersen method is true, these 
figures should vary randomly around the value l for each 
7 
release. If their values shows a decreasing or increasing trend 
over the years of recapture, you have one or more of the se 
reasons: 
Different mortality for tagged and untagged 
individuals 
Relaxed recruitment to the fishery of tagged 
individuals 
A trend in effectivity 
l 
over years when 
catch for tags 
Irnmigration into the population 
Incomplete mixing phenomenas 
7. Delayed recruitment to the fishery 
screening 
If some measure is provided by a method to say whether a young 
tagged individual. of age K is recruited later to the fishery 
than an untagged of the same age, then the ratio between their 
recruitment rates is fed into the program. The program adjusts 
the number screened at each age with these ratios. 
8. Combination of yearclasses 
The combination of yearclasses is done by summing their adjusted 
R. 's, adjusted ns. 's and m .. 's. The methods given above are 1 J 1J 
then used on these arrays. 
The estimates of weight in tons is different than above. Each 
year gets a weighted mean of the weights of the yearclasses 
included that year: 
8 
m 





w. weight of an individual in year i 
l. 
Ni(y) = estimated number of yearclass y in year i 
wa(k) weight·of an individual with age k, k=i-y 
i 
y = t,t+l, t+2, ... ,m = yearc~asses to be included in the 
calculation 
If for some reason an estimate of number of a yearclass does 
not exist one year, even if the yearclass is present in the 
population the wi will be biased. 
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A,ppendix l. Sample datafiles 
A.l.l. Release/recapture history 
-------------------------------~ 
123.456789 .. 123456789 ... 1234567-89. .• 1.2.34.56.789 .. < COLUMNGUIDJ! 
A - H YP Of IS H IN. HYPOSEA 
* 
* 
THIS IS AN EXAMPLE 
* 8 1969' 
• 
c 1970 
c 1 971 4300 
c 19/2 
* o 1YI 
f) 1970 1971 18 
o 1910 19.7 2. 16 
* D 1 y /1 1.9.1 1 .l 9 
D 1 9l·; 197 2 21 
* 
D 1912 1 "}/2 
* 
E 197U 41UE05 805 EUS· 
E 19/1 39L)E05 l5DE05 




c 1911 4006 
c 1972 3804 
* D 1971 1971 .1.1 
D 197 'j 1912 19 
* 
o 1972 1972 21 
* E 1 97 'J 3&6E.05 . 904 E05 
E 1972 398E05 823E.05 
* f 








year of release 
nurnber released 
year of release 
year of recapture 
number recaptured 
year of recapture 
number effectively screened 
total catch 
age in years 
weight in grammes 
A2 
Appendix 2. Sample user Communication 
--------------------------------------
WHAT RECAPI.URE DATA .00 .YDU .WAN.T.?.C.fiLENAME) 
--4> RELE ASE-RE CAPT UR: S.YMB "C R"_' 
DO YOU WANT ~lRSl YEAR DF R~CAP~UR~S TO BE INCLUDED!(YES/NOl 
ou.ES. TAGGE.O FISH. REC.RUIT LATE.R TO .THE ·fiSHERY THAN 
UNTAGGED FROM THE SAME YEAR~LASS?(YES/NDl 
~NU "CR,.. 
IS THE SURVIVAL OF TAGG.ED FISH TH.E S.AME EACH YEAR?(YES/NO> 
-~ YES "CR.u 
TYPE THE FIRST AND LAST YEAR THAT YOU XNOW THE 
T JtG G ING .SU ftV I V A L ON .RE l E AS E ( E .. G. : 19.6 8, l9 8 2) 
..._...1970,1972 ·''CR'u 
GIVE lAGGING SURVIVAL ON RELEASE : 
.___...O. 7 ,. CR . .., 
DO YOU WANT TO COMBINE Y~AR!LASSES?(YES/NO) 
--bo YES "CR u 
WHAT YEARCLAS.SES 00 Y.OU WANJ' TO .COMRINE?<E.G • .: Y.OUR. ANSWER : 
19 6 9., 1 9 7 1 R ES U L T : T. H E .. Y .E AJtC l A S S E S 1 9 6.9, 1 9.7 O, 19.7 j W I LL B.E i , C OH B I N E O ) 
00 YOU WANT. E.STI.MATE.S .O.F JtJEIGHJ.?.(YES/ND) 
GIVE NAMf Of FILE ~Hf~E WEI&HT AT AGE DATA IS : 
_ __., W EI G H T-AT- A.G E: S Y MB .. C R •• 





INSTITUTE O.f MARINE RES.EARCH, BERGEN., NDRWAY 
REt.APTURES Of 
HYPOfiSH IN Hr.PO SE A 
~OTE: WHEN A VARIABLE IS -9.,IT IS MOT POSSIBLE Jq COMPUTE!! 
YEARCLASS : 1969 
** TABLE OF ~ECAPTURES ** 
YEAR RE C APT URE D .. 1..970 197l 1972 . 
;-.JR .. REL.:YEAR R El: 
4JOO 19l0 20 18 16 54 
4300 19.71 19 21 4.0 
4'J 50 19'/2 24 24 
SUM: 20 3.7 61 
** TA8LE O.F (TAGGING D.ENS.ITI·ES)*1.0E+0.6 ** 
YEAR R.ECAPTUREI> : 1970 1911 1.972 
NR .REL.: YEAR R El: 
4000 1970 0 .. 49 0.46 0.38 
4300 1971 0.49 0..,50 
4 '150 '1972 0 .. 57 
** 
TAB LE OF R..E l A TI VE TAGG ING D.EN SI T.I ES ** 
YEAR REC.APJ!IRED .. 1970 1971 1972 . 
NR .. REL .. :YEAR REL: 
4000 1970' 1. 10 1. 04 0 .. 86 
4300 19/1 0.99 1 .. 0.1 
4150 1972 1 .. 00 
**· TABLE Of CATC~ STATISTICS ** 
Y AR : 
CATCH SCREENEO : 
TOTAL CATCH 
TOTAL/SCREENED 
1970 19.71 1912 
4 .. 10E+O/ 3 .. 9Q,E+.07 4.20E+07 
8.05E+D7 /®50E+07 8.60E+07 
1 .. 96 1.92 2.05 
A4 
·* • TA 8 l.E O.f ES T I,MA T ES Of NUM B.J:R , ~ E I G H J AND .SUR V I V A L '* * 
YEAR! 1910 1.971 39.72 
WE IGHT, TON.: 'l., 9lE+D6 2. 45~E +0.6 2. 56E+.06 
NU.MBER: 6. 37E+ 09 . 6.l3E+0,9 5. 13E+09 
ST .. ERR.OR,N: 8 .. 53E+08 9 .. S 7.E+08 l .. 03f+,.Q9 
SURVIVAL 1 : 0.91 0 .. 84 
SURVIVAL 2: o ... 0.84 
ST.ERROR 2: 0.:20 0.2.3 
SURVIVAL 3: o. 91 0 .. 80 
ST. ERR.OR 3: 
-
'.o. 21 D .. 23 
CHI SQUAREO TEST S.TATISTIC .. . 0 ... 218 . 
DEGREES OF fREEDOM 1 
YEARCLASS : 1910 
** TASLE Qf RECAPTURES ** 
Y E AH R E C AP T UR E D .: 1 9 71 1 972 
NR.RtL.,:YEAR REL: 
4006 1971 17 19 36 
3d04 1972 21 21 
SUM: 17 40 
**· .TABL.f Of. C TAGGING OENSI.Tl ES >·•1 .. ,0E+06 ** 
Y E AR R E .C A P 1 1J R E O : 1 9 7 1 . .1 9 .. 7 2 
NR .. REL.:YEAR REL: 
'40.06 1971 0!844 0.48 
3&04 1972 D.53 
** TABLE OF RELATIVE TAGGING OENSlTlES ** 
Y E AR R E.C A P.T U R E O : 1 9 7 ·1 1 972 
N.R ... RE L .. : YEAR RE L: 
4006 1971 0.96 1.04 
3804 1912 1 .. 00 
** TABL.E O.f CATCJi STATISTICS ** 
YEAR .: 1971 2 
C.ATCH SCR EENEO 3 .. 98E+07-
T 0 .T A L C AT C H : E+07 
TOTAL/SCREENED : 2 .. 34 2 .. 07 
AS 
** TABLE OF ESTIMATES Of NUMBER, WEIGHT AND SURVIVAL ** 
YEAR: 1971 1972 
WEIGHT,TON: .1. 84E+06 2.03E+06 
NUMBER: 6.1 SE+09. 5 ~~~.09E+09 
ST.ERROR N: 1.01E+09 1 ~~~ 1 OE+.09 
.SURVIVAl. 1 .o"' 86 
SURVIVAL 2: 0.83 
SJ.ERROR 2: D.25 
SURVIVAL 3: 0<186 
ST .. ERR.OR 3: D .. 2.7 
CHISQUARED TEST STATISTIC o. 000 
o O E GRE ES OF FR E ED O.M 
YEARCLASSES 1969 TO 1970 CDMBINED 
** TASLE Of RECAPTURES ** 
YEAR RECAPTURED .. 1970 1971 1972 .. 
NR.REL .. :YEAR REL: 
21.99 1970 20 18 1 6 
~814 1971 36 40 
5567 1972 45 




** TABLE OF (TAGGING DENS1TlES)*1.0E+U6 ** 
YEAR RECAPTURED .. 1910 1971. 1972 .. 
NR .. REL ... :YEAR R EL: 
21 . 99 1970 0 .. 49 .. o ... 2.3 0.20 
s 81-4 197.1 0.46 0 .. 49 
5561 1972 0 .. 55 
** TABLE Of RELATIVE JAGGING DENSITIES ** 
YEAR. R ECAP.TJJRED .. .1970 1971 1.972 .. 
NR .I~EL .. : YEAR REL: 
21.99 1970 '1., 60 0 .. 76 0 .. 64 
Sd14 197:1 o .. 91 1 .. 03 
5567 1972 1"' 00 
* * T A 8 L E Of C A T C H S l A T I ST I C .S * * 
YEAR 19.70 . 1971 1972 
CAfCH SCREENED : 
'fOTAL CATCH Be05E+D1 1 65E+08 1.68E+08 




** TABLf .O.f ES TIMA1E.S Of. NU.MBER, "'EIGHT AND .. SUR VI VAL ·** 
YEAR: 191.0 1.971 19.72 
WEIGHT,TON: -9.00E+OO .. 3. 68E+.06 4.08E+06 
N.UMBER: 1 .. D4E+.t0 1 .. 23.E+1.0 1 ~ 0.2E+10 
S T .. E ~~ R .OR , N : l., 40E+09. 1. 3.9E+0.9. .1. 50E+09 
SURVIVAL 1 : 0.93 0.85 
SURVIVAL 2: 1.18 0.84 
ST.ERROR 2: 0.-19 0<1111 
SURVIVAL 3: o. 93 0.,82 
ST .. ERR.OR 3: 0 ... 19 0 .. 11 
CHIS.QUAREO TEST ST AT IS T IC " 0 ... 292 
" DEGREES Of fREEDOM 1 
.f I R.S r YEAR Of RECARTURES ,INC LUO ED ~? Y E.S 
THE RATIO BETWEEN TAGGE D AND UNTAGGED INDI\IIDUALS 
TO THE FISHERY AT DIffERENT AGES " .. 
AGE: o 1 2 3 4 5 6 1. 
RAJI.O: 1. 00 1 ... OD 1 .. 00 1 •. 00. 1 .. 00 1 .. 00 .1 .. 0.0 1.00 
AGE.: . 1 o. :11 12 13 14 1.5 16 17 
RATI.O: 1. 00 1 .. 00 1. 00 .1 .. 00 1 .. 00 1 .. 00 1. 00 1 .. 00 
AGe:: 20, 21 22 ~ 23 24 2 .. 5 26 27 
R~'TlO: 1.00 1 .. DO 1 .. .00 1 .. 00 1 .. _o o 1. 00 1 ... 00 1 •. 00 
TAGG ING SU.RVIVAL ON RELEAS.E IN DI f.fE.RENT Y.EAR.S 
19.l0 o .. 70 
'1911 0 .. 70 
19.72 O .. lO 
RECRUI.TMENT 
8. 9 
1. 00 1. 00 
18 19 
1 • .00 1.00 
28 .... 29 
1 .. 0D 1.00 
Note. The smnple output is somewhat edited to ~ave space~ 
Appendix 4. List of program 
---------------------------
l* C ** TAG-ESTIMATES * 
2• c 
l-\7 
3* C************~******* ***** ***** * *****~**~********************* 
4k c * 
5 * C A PR Or; H A M F.O R ES T I M A TI O T\1 0 F f\1 U M 8 ER AN fl SUR V I V A L O F A * 
6* C POPULATION SPLtT INTO YEARCLASSES, BASED ON RELEA~ES AND * 
7* C HECAPTIJRES OF TAGf;Er) INni\IIOUAlS * 
R• C * 
9* C TRONn WESTGER • INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH, BERGEN, NORWAY * 
1~* C M RCHø 19R2 * 
11* C****************** * *** * * * ************************************** 
12* c 
13* PARAMETER MAX = 35,MAXRF MAX + 1 
14* ni~~NSION FIHC~AX) FIS(MAXl.VFIS(MAX),SEFI~{MAX) FtCCMAX) 
1 5 * D r ··1 E N s I o N RF < n : r~ A x > IP T s R < M A x {jl ? ) N s < M A x >,IP L R < M A x ) ... M c M A x .. M A x l il' N < M A x > 
16* ni~ENSION SEFIC(MAX).SE~(MAX).MT(MAX) KKCM-X).YEARI~(M-X) 
17* OIMENSION WATAGECO:MAX) W(MAX),TC(~AX).R(MAX),VFIC(MAX)~VN(MAX) 
1 8 * n I i"' F. l\ l S I O l'! T C n N S ( ~1 1}, X ) ,. T n ( ~~ A )( " M A 'l< ) " T l') M ( f1 A X ) 111 Y E A R ! J T ( f'1 A X ) ,. T f'l R ( "'l A "'( " M A X ) 
1o~ DIMENSION MCCMAX MAX)~NSC(MAX),.RC(MAX) TCCCMAX) 
2 '·· n I !VI E !\l S I O N ~J C ( f1 A X ) 111 l.J C 1 ( M A X ) W C 2 ( M A X ) 
~ 1 * C H A R A C T E f< F I L ·1 * 1 6 111 F I L 2 1 6 A N ~ W 1 * 3 ~ A N <; W 2 * 3 A N S W 3 * 3 , A N S W 4 * 3 " A N S W 5 * 3 
22* CHAI~ACTER OATA•41l TYPE*1 
23* INTEGER YEAR1 YEAR2.YEAR3 YEAR4,.~YE~RD,SYEAR,.YE~RCL"OEL 
2 4 * R E A L f··1 l'lf'l ", N N S ", ~J S S ,. M ,. MT l R .., N S C .. r1 C 
25* FQUIVALENCE (TDRC1.1l'1) TD(1,1)) 
26* nATA WC1,.WC?,.WC,.W,WATAGE/MAX O. MA)(*O •• MAX*Oe,MAX*O.,MAXRF*O./ 
27* DATA RC,NSC,TCC RF/MAX*n.,MAX•n.,.MAX*ns?MAXRF*1.n/ 
28* nATA INnR,.INnA VEAR3,.VEAR4,.INnS.INnE/Il,.n,n O"O,.n/ 
?.9* c 
311* C EXPLAf\11\TION OF VARIAAl.~() liSEn: 
31• c 
32* C ANSWI = CUSTOMFR~ ANSWER TO AUE~TION~(VES OR ~0)(1=1,2ø•••) 
33* C FIX(l) = ESTIMATE OF SURVIVAL IN YEAR I (X = H,S OR C) 
34* C IS = NR .. OF YEARS TAG~ ARE RELFASE!) 
35• C IT = NR. OF YEARS TAGS ARE RECAPTURED 
36* C INni = INI'IICAT()R TO TELL IF A THII\IG I~ OONE OR NOT .. CI=AøBø ...... ) 
~7* C K = AGE OF THE FISH 
~q* C LR(!) = NR. OF TAGS RF.CAPTUREn OF TAG~ RELEASEn t~ YEAR I 
* C M(I,J) = NR. OF TAG~ RECAPTUREO tN YEAR J RELEASEO IN YEAR I 
40* C r1CCI,J) = CO~~SINATI0!\1 OF M{tøJ)•5 FO~ OIFFE~ENT VEAqCLA<:iSES .. 
41t C MT(J) =NR. OF TAGS RFCAPTURED IN YEAR J 
42* C MAX = MAXIMUM VALUE OF IS ANn IT · 
43• C N(t) = ESTIMATED NR OF INDIVIDUALS IN YEAR I 
44* C NS(J) = NR. EFFECTIVELY SCREENEn FOR TAGS IN YEAR J 
45• C NSC(J) = COMRINATIO~ OF NS(J) 8 ~ FOR DIFFERENT YEARCLASSES 
46* C R(I) =NR .. OF TAGS RELEASEn IN YEAR I 
47• C RC$J) = COMHINATION OF R(I)!S FOR DIFFERENT YEARCLASSES 
4 ~ * C R F ( K ) = l(f\ T I O B ET W E E l\f TA Gr, Er, AN l'l U"! TA G GEn IN o I V I o U A L S . R EC R U I TM EN T 
49t C TO THE FISHERY, WHEN THE INDIVIDUALS ARE ( YEARS OLD 
5 O 1'< . C S Y E A R = f f1 E Y E '" R W H E ~~ l{ E L E A S E S S T A R T E fl 
51* C SVEARD = FIRST YEAR THAT O~E KNOWS THE TAGGING SURVIVAL ON RELEASE 
52* C TC(J) = TOTAL CATCH OF THE YEARCLASS IN NUMBER IN YEAR J 
53* C TCC(J) = TOTAL CATCH IN NUMBER OF COMBINED YEARCLASSES 
54* C TCnNS(J)= RATIO BETWEEN TC(J) ANn NS(J) 
55* C TOCI,J) = TAGGING DENSITY OF TAGS RELEASED IN YEAR I, CAPTURED IN J 
56* C TnMCI) - MEAN OF Tn(I,J) TAKEN OVER ALL J 1 S 
57* C TDR(I~J)= TD(I J)/TDM(I) In RELATIVE TAGGING DENSITY 
58* C W(I) = ESTIMATE OF TOTAL WE GHT IN YEAR I 
59* C WATAGE(K)= WEIGHT OF AN INDIVIDUAL AT AGE K 
68* C WC(!) = WEIGHT OF C0~BJ~E~ YE RCLASSES IN YEAR I. 


































































C NOTF: 1 SE 1 8Ff0RE A VARIABLENAME MEANS STANDARD ERROR ANn 
C 'V' BEFflRE A VARIABLENAME MEA~S VARIANCE OF THE VARIABLE 
c 
c 
C OVERFLOW ON DUTPUT IS ~ARKED WITH BLANK INSTEAO OF STAR 
CALL OVEFL(32) 
C CERTAINS OVERfLOW IN·THE tORRECT POSITIONS IN DUTPUT-TABLES 
no FOR I = 1 l'•tl\X 
c 
DO FOH J ::: 1,MAX 
If(J ~GE I) THEN 
MC(I J) =O. 
M(I.,J) = 0" 
TD(I"J) =O 
ElSE 
MCCI,J) = -2nnno. 
M(I,.J> = -2nnno .. 




C******** ******* START CUSTOMER PART ********************************** 
c 
C CUSTOMER GIVES NAME OF ACTU~l nATAFILE: 
WRITE(1,.1fH1) 
1n0 FORMAT( 3 WHAT REC~PTURE nATA n0 YOU WANT?(FILENAME)J/) 
READ{1ø*) FIL1 
O P EN ( 1 (1 ., F I L E = F I l 1 .,. A C C ESS= " R ' .,. S f A TU S = ·• O L n .e , ER R ::: 1 ~ ) 
OPEN(6,FILE = ~L-P-1',ACCESS = •w") 
C OECinES WHEfHER OR NOf FIRST YEAR OF RECAPTURES SHOULO BE IN-
C CLUD.ED .. 
WRITE(1ø102) 
1n2 FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT fiRST YEAR OF RECAPTURE TO BE INCLUOED?(YES/N 
f0) 1 /) 
. READC1,*) ANSW1 
C MERKET FISKS REKRUTTERING TIL FISKBAR BESTANn 
WRITE(1.,.103) 
103 FORJ'IIAT(' OOE~ TAGGEn FISH RECRUIT LATER TO THE FISHERY THAN 8 / 
F' UNTAGG.ED FROM THE SAME YEARCLASS?CYES/NO),./) 
REAn(1,*) ANSW2 
IF(ANSW2 ~EQ~ 'YESJ) THEN 
WRITEC1,104) 
1n4 FORMAT(J HOW Oln IS THE FISH BEFORE THE EFFEtT C~ASES?'/) 
READ(1,*) I 
If(I .. GT .. f1AX) GOTO 20 · 
DO FOR .1< = f1,I 
WRifE(1,105) K,K 
1n5 FORMAT(' GIVE THE RATIO:(TAGGED IND. Of 1 ~3 1 YEARS OLD IN THE FISHE 




C TAGGING SURVIVAL IN niFFERENT YEARS: 
WRITE(1/l'1ri6) 
1ry6 FORMAT(a IS THE SURVIVAL OF TAGGEO FISH ON RELEASE THE SAME EACH~/ 
F' YEAR?CYES/NO)'/) 
REi\0(1 *) ANSW3 
WR!TE<1.1'17) 
107 FORMAT(' TYPE THE FIRST ANn LAST YEAR THAT YOU KNOW THE TAGG~NG 0 / 
F' SURVIVAL ON RELEASE(E.G.:1Q6R.1982)J/) 
RE~n(1,*) YEAR1.YEAR2 














































1 71) * 
171* 
1?2 * 




1 7 7 -It 
1 7 ~~ * 
1791\-
1 80* 








IFC ANSW3 EQ., e N0 4 ) T.H EN 
no FOR I = YEAR1, YEAR2 
WRITE(1tl'1f18) I 
FORMAT(' lAGGING SURVIVAL IN 1 I6 8 ?•/) 
I1= I YEAR1 + 1 
REA0(1, ) TSR(I1 ) 




FO fH4 A T ( ' G E TA G G I N G S U R V I V A l O N R EL E A S E : " l ) 
REAr'J!(1 *)Mfl!) 
DO FOR I ~ YEAR1 YEAR2 
I1 :: I .,. YEAR1 + 1 
TSR(I1,1) =I 
r s R < ·r 1 .. 2 ) = M n n 
EN[JOO 
ENniF 
NMD = YEAR2 VEAR1 +1 
C COMBINATION OF YEARCLA~SES ? 
WRITE(1ø110) 
11n FORMAT(' no VOU WANT TO COMBINE YEARCLASSES?(VES/N0) 1 /) 
READ<1,*) AI\ISWS 
If( AI\JSW5 EQ .. *YES·8 ) THEN 
WF~ITE(1 111) 
111 FORMAT( WHAT YEARCLASSES 00 YOU WA~T TO CnMBINE?~/ 
F 1 (EX :YOUR ANSWER: 1969,1Q71 RESULT: THE VEARCLASSEs•t 
F' 1969 1970 ANn 1971 WILL BE COMBINEo .. )·8 /) 
READC1,*) YEAR3 YEAR4 
ENDIF 
C WANTS WEIGHT OF POPULATION ? 
c 
WRITE(1,112) 
112 FORMAT(~ DO YOU WANT ESTIMATES OF WEIGHT?CVES/NO)A/) 
REJ\f)(1 ) J\NSW4 
I f( A N S W 4 .. E Q -" Y E S • ) T H E N 
WR 1 TE('} ., 11 3 ) 
113 FORMAT(• GIVE NAME OF FILE WHERE WEIGHT AT AGE DATA IS: 1 /) 
REAr,(1., ) FIL2 
OPEN(11,FILE=FIL2,ACCESS = ~R~,STATUS='OLD',ERR = 1R) 
nO FOR I = 1 ""~1 A X 
READC11 114 END=1) K,WATA 
WATAGE(K) = WATA 
114 FORMAT(13 .. F7.3) 
ENn no 
ENDIF 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * S TO P C U S TOM ER P A R T * * * * * * * * * *~* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ·* 
c 
C********** ~**** START DATA READING PART ***~***********~************** 
c 
1 READC1n,*) DATA 
W R I T E ( 6·. 1 1 5 ) n A T A ( 3 : 4 O ) 
115 FORMATC1H1 ////,54X.'TAG-ESTIMATES 4 ,////,4nX, 
F 'INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH, BERGEN. NORWAV 8 ,////,54X, 
f 0 RECAPTUf{ES OF 8 .l.lø5t1X,A.IIII ,23X. . 
F •NOTE: WHEN A V-RIABLE IS -9~.IT IS ~OT POSSIBLE TO COMPUTE!!~) 
2 ,R E A D ( 1 O * ) DA TA 
IF(flATA('l:1) .. EQ 11 a) GOTO 2 
READCDATA 117) TYPE~X1 X2.X3.X4,X5 
117 FORMAT(A1u3F5 n.2E9@n) 
ITYPE = ICHAR(TYPE) 65 
GOf0(3.4,5 6ø7).ITYPE 
































































YEARCL = X1 
WRITE(6"118) YEARCL 
Al O 
11R FORMAT(1H1ø' YEARCLASS :~,16,//) 
INOB = 1 
GOTO 2 
El SE 
GOTO 7 . 
ENDIF 
4 IF(INnC .EQe 0) THEN 
INOC = 1 
SYEAR = X1 
IS = O 
ENt'1 I F 
IS = IS + 1 
R(IS) = X2· 
GOTO 2 
5 I = X1 SYEAR + 1 
J = X2 - SYEAR + 1 
. IF(J .GT. IT) IT = J 
M(I"J) = X3 
GOTO 2 
6 J = X1 - SYEAR + 1 
NS(J) = X4 
TC(J) = X5 
GOro 2 
C**~******* **** STOP DATA READING PART ·******************************** 
c 
C*********** *** START TABLE PART *****************~******************** 
c 
7 If(IS .,(1T., MAX .. OR .. 
I F ( IS .,GT., IT) IS = 
1)0 FOR I ::: 1,. IS 
YEARUT(I) = SVEAR 
' LR (I) = o .. 
DO FOR J = I,. IT 
LR (I) = LR( I) 
END DO 
ENn no 
DO FOR J = 1,.IT 
MT(J) = 0 .. 
IS .. r,r .. 
IT 
+ I - 1 
+ M(I,J) 
YEARIN(J) = SYEAR + J - 1 
IF(J .GE. IS) fH~N 
J 1 = IS 
ELSE 
J 1 = . J 
ENOIF 
DO FOR I = 1,J1 





119 FORMAT(• ** TABLE OF RECAPTURES **~/) 
IF(IT aGT. 15) THEN 
K1 :::: 2 
ELSE 
K1 = 1 
ENDIF 
nO FOR K = 1,K~i 
IF(K EG. 2) THEN 
K2 = 1f> 























' , 1 * 




























3 P r'f• 
3n 1 ~ 








-~ 1 O* 
311* 
312* 
El~EIF(IT .f1T. 15) THEN 
K2 = 1 
K3 = 15 
El SE 
K2 = 1 
K3 = IT 
ENOIF 
All 
WRITEC6 120)CYEARIN(J),J = K2,K3) 
12n FORMAT(~ YEAR RECAPTURE~ :J,20I6) 
WRITE(6 121) 
121 F OfH1A T C' N fL, R El .. :YEAR R EL :..ø ) 
DO FO~~ I= 1,.IS 
IFCIT sGT. 15 ANn. K .EQ. 1) THEN 
WRITE<6ø122) R(I),YEARUT(I),(MCI,J),.J=K2,K3) 
ElSE . 
WRITE(6p122) R(I),.YEARUT{I),~M(I,.J),J = 1,1T),.LR(I) 




123 FO~MAT(/ 5 SUM:",1X,.20I6) 
EN ODO 
C COMPUTATION OF TAG nEN~ITIES TnCI,J): 
DO FOI~ I = 1,IS 
no FOR J = I,.IT 
IF(NS(J) .EQ. n.) THEN 
Tfl(I"J) =O. 
ELSE 




Wl~ IrE ( 6 1 2 4) 
124 FORMAT(/' * TABLE OF CTAGGING DENSITIES)*1.nE+~6 ** 1 //) 
8 no FOR K = 1~K1 
IF(K .EQs 2) THEN 
K2 = 16 
K3 = IT 
ELSEIF(IT .GT. 15) THEN 
K2 = 1 
K3 = 15 
ELSE 
K2 = 1 
K3 = IT 
ENniF 
WRITEC6,12n)(YEARIN(J),J ·= K2,K3) 
WRITEC6~>121) 





C COMPIITES RELATIVE TAG f)ENSITIES"'TnR(I,.J)(USES SAME I)JORAGE 
C LOCATIONS AS TOCI,J) OCCUPIES) 
IF(INnA EQ. 1) GOTO 9 
00 FOR I 1,IS 
TnM(I) =fL. 
DO FOR J = I,..IT 
TOM(!) = TOM(!) + TO(I,J) 
END DO 
TnMCI) = TnMCI)/(IT -I +1) 
END DO 






























































DO FOR J = I,IT 
If(TnM(I) .EQa 0.) TOM(!) = 1. 
TDR(I,JJ = TD(I 11 J)/TDM(I) 
ENn o o 
EN ODO 
WRITEC6"12f>) 
1 2 6 F O R M A T ( 1 H1 " li , ' * * TA Bl E O .f R EL A T .I V E TA G G I N G D EN S I T I E S * * ' li ) 
INnA :; 1 
Goro 8 
9 INOA = IJ 
C COMPUTES THE RATIO HETJEEN SCREENED AND TOTAL CATCH 
no FOR J = 1",IT 
IFCNS(J) EQ. ~a .OR. TC(J) .EQ. n.)THEN 
TCnNS(J) = -9 ... 
ElSE 




151 FORMAT(//,• *TASLE OF CATCH STATISTICS **~) 
If(IT .GT .. 11) THEN 
K1 = ? 
F.LSE 
K1 = 1 
EN DIF 
1'10 FOR K ::: 1 K1 
IF(K .EQ. 2) THEN 
KZ = 12 
K3 = IT 
ELSEIF(IT GTo 11) THEN 
K2 ::: 1 
K 3 = 1'1 
ElSE 
K2 ::: 1 
K3 - IT 
ENOIF 
WRITEC6.127) CVEARIN(J),J ::: K2.K3) 
127 FORMAT(//' YEAR :~~2ni9) 
WRITEC6.128)(NS(J),J = K2,K3) 
12R FORMAT(/,• CATCH SCREENEn :',3X,20E9.2) 
WRITE(6,129)(TC(J),J = K2,K3) 
129.FORMAT(/,' TOTAL CATCH :',3X~20E9.2) 
WRITEC6~130)(TCDNS(J),J = K2"K3) 
'130 F0R'1AT(/øJ TOTAL/SCRFENEn :-',3Xii-20F9.2) 
END DO 
C . C O r1 P U T ES E S T I f11\ T F. S O F NU M B E ~ A N n S IJ R V I V A l 
C CORRECTS FOR BIASED RECRUITMENT TD THE FISHERY 
!F(INnE .. EQ .. 1) GOTO 1fl 
IF(YEARCL .. LT., f1 .. ) GOTO 21· 
no FOR J = 1"Ir 
K = SYEAR - YEARCL + (J - 1> 
NS(J) = Rf(K)*~S(J) 
ENnDO 
C CORRECfS FOR lAGGING MORTALITY IN ~UMAER RELEA~EO 
21 SYEARD = TSRC1 1) 
IF(SYEt\Rn .. GT., SYEAR) GOTO 17 
DEL = SYEAR - SYEARD 
nO FOR I = 1 PJ IS 
RCI) ::: TSRCI+DEL 2)*R(I) 
ENI)00 






































'· 11 * 
412* 
4., .." 









l,. 2 ~) 14? 
424* 












1n CALL NUM(N"~EN,IS.IT.M"lR.R.NS,ANSW1.MAX) 
ES TIM A TE OF SUR V I V A l u THE HAMRE WA y~• : 
CALL SURH(FIH,M.LR.IS"R MAX) 
E S T J M A T E O F S U R V t V A l '" T H E S I M P l E S E 8 ER W A Y •• : 
CAll SUR~(FISøSEFIS.N.lR_N~.IS) 
ESTJMATE OF SURVIVAL uTHE COMPLICATEO SEBER WAY" 
C ~L SUQC(fiC.SEFICaM.LR,IS,IT.R.MT.MAX) 
CHISQUARED TEST OF THE MODEL UNDERLYING SURC( ) : 
C A. L L C H I S Q H ( M ø I ~ " I T • R • r1 T • L R " T E S T • N V " M A X , F I C ) 
ESTIMATE OF WEIGHT 
IF(ANSW4 ~EQ 1 N0 1 .ORa YEARCL aLT. 0) GOTO 11 
00 FOR I = 1"'IS 
K = ~YE~R - YEARCL + I-1 
IF(N(I) .. LT .. n" .. OR .. WATAGE(K) .. EQ .. 11 .. ) THEN 
W(I).= ~9 .. 
ElSE 
W(I). = ~(I)*WATAGE(K)*n.nn1 
ENOIF 
E ~J l) nO 
11 WRITE(6 11 131) 
1 31 FOR r1 AT ( 1 H 1 • li·~ * * TAB LE OF ESTIMAT ES OF NUM BER " W EIG H T AN") SUR V I \1 A 
FL ** 11 l ) 
If(IS .,GT" 1'1) THEN 
K 1 = 2 
~L SE 
K 1 = 1 
EN11IF 
no FORK= 1,K1 
IF(~ EQ .. ~) THEN 
K?. = 12 
K3 = IS 
ELSEIF( IS ... GT .. 11) THEf\1 
K2 = 1 
K3 = 11 
ELSE 
K2 = 1 
K3 = IS 
ENDIF 
WRITE(6,.13?)(YEARtJT(I).,I = K2,K3) 
132 FORMAT(/,7X,.~YEAR: 11 "2ni10,.///) 
I F ( A N S W 4 .. E 11 .. ' Y E ~ 18 .. A N n .. Y E A R C l .. G T .. n ) T H .E N 
WRITE(6 133)(W(I),.I = K2,K3) 
1 3 3 F O rH l A T ( l ' W E I G :-f T ., T O 1\J. : ' ., 2 f1 E 1 n .. 2 ) 
ENDIF 
WRITE(6.,134)CNCI) I = K2"K3) 
134 FORMAT(/ ,5X' 'NUMBER: 1 ,2nE1n .. 2) 
WRITE(6"135)(SE~(I).I = K2,K3) 
135 FORMAT(/,' ST .. ERROR,.N:',2f1E1n .. 2) 
IF( .. I\JOT .. (K1 .. EQ.,? .. A~Jn .. K .. F.Q .. 1)) K3 = 1(3- 1 
WRITF.(A 136)CFIH(I) t = K2,.K3) 
13f> FOIH1AT(/ 11 SIIRVIVAL 1:.,.,?nF1n .. 2) 
WRIT~C6.137)(FIS(!),.I = K2PK3) 
1 3 7 F O R r1 A T ( l ·• S I.l R V 1 V A L ? : ' ., 2 n F 1 n .. 2 ) 
WRITE(6,13R)(~EFJS(I),I = K2,K3) 
1~R FO~MATC/' ST.ERROR ?:·.~~F1n .. 2) 
WRITEC6.13Q)(FIC(I)pt = K?.K3) 
1 ~ Q F O fH1 A T ( l ~ ~ It R V I V A L 3 : JJ ,. ~ n F 1 rJ " ? ) 
URT.Tr:C~.14n)(Sr:FIC(!) I= K2,.K3) 
140 FORMAT(/' ST.E~ROR 3:'.~nF1n.') 
F.f4flf)() 
WRITEC6.15n) TE~T ~y 
1Sn FORMATCI.' CHI~QUAREn TE~T STATISTIC :'.F1~.3,/, 
Al4 




4 38* C****************** STOP TA BLE PART ****·*******·*****************·******** 
439• c 


























































If(ANSWS .. EQ .. 'NO') ·GOTO 1.4 
IfCYEARCL .. LT YEAR3 .OR .. YEARCL .GT. YEAR4) GOTO 14 
IFCINnS .. EQ 1) GOTO 12 
INDS ::: 1 
IYEAH = \ EARUT( 1) 
DO FOR I= 1p1S 
RC(I) R( ) 
IF{N(I) ,.GT 0 .. ) THEN 
K = JYF.AR - YEARCL + I - 1 
WC1(I) = N(I)*WATAGECK). 
WC2(I) = N(I) 
ENDIF 
!'l O FOR J ::::: I IT 
MC(I,.J) = !~(I .. J) 
ENOOO 
ENn DO 
no FOr~ J = 1øiT 
TCC(J) = TC(J) 
NSC(J) = f\IS(J) 
END DO 
ISf'lAX =IS 
ITMAX = IT 
GOro 14 
12 IF(INDE .. EQ. 1) GOTO 16 
13 
If((VEARUTC1)+!T) .GT. (IYEAR+ITMAX)) ITMAX=YEAqUT(1)-IYEAR+IT 
IFC(YEARUT(1)+!S) .GT. (IVEAR+ISMAX)) ISMAX=YEARUT(1)-IYEAR+IS 
IniFF = YEARUT(1)- !YEAR + 1 
DO FOR I = IDIFF,ISMAX 
I1 = I - IniFF + 1 
RC(I) = I~C(I) + R(l1) 
If(ANSW4 .,EQ., 0 '\J0 4 ) GOTO 13 
IF(N(I1) ,.GT. n) THEN 
K::::: VEARUT(1)- VEARCL + 11 - 1 
WC1(I) = WC1(I) + NCI1)•WATAGE(K.) 
WC?(!) ::::: WC2(I) + N(l) 
ENOIF 
no FOR J = IPITMAX 
J1 = J - IDIFF + 1 
MCCI J) = MC(I J) + MCI1_J,) 
EN ODO 
ENn no 
DO FOR J = IDtFF,ITMAX 
J1 = J In .I FF + 1 
NSC(j)::::: NSC{J) + NSCJ1) 
TCC(J) ~ TCC(J) + TC(J1) 
ENDDO 
14 INI"'C = 0 
IT = n 
IF(TYPE Eq 'F•) GOTO 15 
YEARCL = X1 
IFCINnB EQø1) WRITE(6 118} YEARCL 
DO OR I= ·1.,.MAX 
~S(I) = R(I) = TC(t) = MTCI) = LR(I) = n. 
DO FOF~ ,J = 1øMAX 
If( J .. GEø I) M(!.,.J) = OQ 





























15 IF(ANSW5 .. EQ .. 8 N0 11 .. OR .. INDE EQ .. 1) GOTO 16 
INDE = 1 
WRITE(6ø141) YEAR3 YEAR4 
141 FORMAT(1H1,. 11 YEARCLASSES~I5·11 TO'IS' COMBINED'//) 
tS = ISMAX 
IT = ITMAX 
~O FOR I = 1..,IS 
R(I) = RC(I) 
IF(WC2(I) mEQ n.) THEN 
WC( I) = -9.., 
ELSE 
WCCI) - WC1CI)IWC2C!) 
ENniF 
00 F(lR --,J = tQJIT 
M ( I ,. J ) = r·1 C ( I ., J ) 
E rJ no o 
ENfH1 O 
00 FOR J = 1u-IT 
NS(J) - NSC(J) 
TC(J) = TCC(J) 
ENn no 










5 ~s 1 .~:­






5 . ff 








C********* ****** STOP CO~~BINATION PART·****·************************** 
c 
c 
C************** **** LIST Of DATA SUPPltED BY CUSTQMER ***************** 
c 
16 WRITE(6~142) 
1 4 ~ F o q r1 A r c 1 H 1 IP • • n A r A <) u P P L r E n. A v r H F.: H c u s r o M ER .. : • ,. 1 1 > 
WRITEC6"143) ANSW1 
1 4 .5 FO~ t1 A T ( l 8 F I R S T Y ~ t\ R OF R EC A P T tJ R ES I N C li.J n E f) ? " ., A " l ) 
D O F O R K = 1 ,. r1 A X 
KK(K) = K - 1 
ENn o o 
!~IRITE(6"144) 
144 FORMAT(' THE RATIO BETWEEN TAGGED A~D UNTAGGED INDIVTDUALS RECRUIT 
>ME~T T0 THE FISH~RY AT niFFERE~T AGES :~//) 
WRITEC6,.145)CKK(K).,K=1.,15).,(RF(K),.K=n,.14),. 
> ( '<K ( K) .. K=16 .. 3'1),. ( R f ( K) .. '<=1 5,. ;?9) 
1 4 5 F o R f1 A T ( ~ ( " . A G E : •· (iJ 1 5 I 5 " l l' J R A T I o : .. IP 1 5 F 5 .. ~ , l l . ) ) 
WRITE(6"147) 
1 4 7 f O ~ ~·1 A T ( l ø TA G G t N G S U R V t V A l O 'N ~ E L E A ~ E I N ·o l F F E l~ EN T Y E A R S : ·• l l ) 
W R I T E C 6 "' 1 4 R ) ( C T S R ( I "' .J ) , J = 1 ,. 2 ) .. I = 1 ., N M o ). 
148 FORMAT(I6,F5.2) 
· GOTO 19 
1* C ** NUM ** 
2• c 
Al6 
3 A- C SU B RO U T I NE TO E ST I r1 A T E A NUM B..E R O F A P O P U l A T I ON F ROM TA G R EC A P TUR E S 
4• c 
5* C TROND WESTG~RD"' INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEAR.CH, BERGEN, NORWAY 
6* c 
7* SUdf~OUTINE NUM(N,SEN 11 IS/PIT,M,LR 11 R,N<;,ANSW1"MAX) 
R* CHARACTER ANSW1*3 
9• OI;~ENSION N(i) ~F.N!1)"M(MAX,1),.LR(1),R(1),.NS(1) 
10* RE~L N M,LR~NS~NSS 
c 
c EXPLA~JATION OF VAl~ I A. BL ES USEO: 
c 
c ~.1 ( I ) = F: S T I r1· A T E OF NR IN POPULATION IN, YEAR I 
c SEN( I) = STANDARO ER ROR OF 1\J ( I) 
c IS = NR .. OF YEAR S TA GS ARE RELEA SEn 
c IT = NR OF YEARS TAGS ARE RECAPTURED 















c LR( I) = N~ .. OF TAGS RF.CAPTURED FROM THE RELEA SE 
c R (I ) = NR .. OF Tt\1';~ F.FFF.CTIVELV RELEASEO II\J I 
c NS (I) ·- NI~ .. OF tNOIVtDUALS SCRFF.NEO tN YEAR t 
c ANS ~f 1 = ·• VES u FIRST VI: AR OF RECAPTIJRES INCLUOEI) 
c ft1A X = MAXItHJM VALUE IS ANO IT CAN HAVE 
c 
25* 00 FOR I = 1,IS 
26* N~S = O. 
27* 00 FOR J = I~IT 
2~* NSS = ~SS ~S(J) 
29• ENOOO 
30* IF(A~SW1 .. E<L, 8 N0 8 ) THEN 
31* NSS = NSS NS(I) 
3(* LR(!) = LR(!) - M(Iøi) 
33* ENDIF 
3 4 * I F ( L~ ( I ) .. E Q O .. .. OR .. N S S .. EQ .. 0 .. ) THE N 
35* N(I) = -9. 
·36* ELSE 
37* N(I) = (t~(I)*NSS)/LR(I) + NS(I) 
33* ENniF 
39* IF(ANSW1 .. EQ .. 1 N0 5 ) THEN 
40* NSS = ~SS + NS(!) 
41* LR(!)= LR(I) + M(I,I) 
42* ENniF 
43* ENI)00 
44* no FOR I =. '1øiS 
IN I 
45* IF(N(I) .. LT .. n., .. OR .. LR(I) .. EQ .. n .... OR ... NC1> .. LT .. n ... ) THEN 
4~* SEN(I) = -9. 
47* ELS~ 
4R* V~= (N(I)-NS(I))*(N(I)-~S(~)+R(l))* 
49* F (1/LR( I) - .1/R( !)) + N( I) - (N(I)**2. )/"J(1) 







C ** SURH ** 
c 
Al7 









C TRONo WESTGftRn, INST.ITUTE OF MARINE REc;EA!lCH,. BERGEN,. NORWAY 
c 
c 
S t.FH~ O U T I N E S U R H ( F I H ,. M ,. l R ,. I S Ø' R Il> M A )( ) 
DtrlENSION FIHC1),.M(MAX,.1),.LRC1),.RC1) 
~ EtH. M ~~'LR 















= NR. OF TAGS RECAPTURED IN J FROM THE RELEASES IN I 
NR. OF f~GS RECAPTUREn FROM THE RELEASE IN I 
NR .. OF YEARS TAG') !\RF: RELEA4)ED 
C MAX - M~XIMUM VALUE IS CAN HAVE 
c 
no FOf~ I = ·1,IS 1 
l 
TF((LR(I)-M(I I)) wEQ. næ OR" LR(I+1) .. EQ .. rt,.) THEN 




F I H ( IJ = ( R ( I+ 1 ) * (l R ( I 
ENOIF 
MCI,.I)))/(R(I)*LR(I+1)) 
, _ _J* ENoOO 
2 4* l~ E fUR N 
25* ENn 
1* C ** SURS ** 
2* c 
3* C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE SURVIVAL( SEBER~CH. 5 .. 1.3) 
4* c 
5* C TROrJD WESTGaRO, II\ISTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH, BERGEN,. NORWAY 
6* c 
7* SUBROUTINE SURS(FIS.~EFIS,N,.lR,NS,IS) 
8 f'l I fvl f 1\j <; I O ~ f I S ( 1 ) ~ E f I S ( 1 ) ,. N ( 1 ) ø L R ( 1 ) tP f\f S ( 1 ) 























SURVIVAL IN YEAR I 
STANOARO ERROR IN FIS( I) 
VARIANCE IN FIS(!) 
NR .. IN POP!ILA TI ON IN VEAR I 








"l S (I) = "JR .. OF INf'IIVInUALS SCR EENF.t) IN YEAR I 
IS = I'.Jf~ .. OF YEARS TAGl) ARE RELE~ SED 
Ml\ X = r'!A X IMUr1 V A l ~J E IS C AN HAVE 
11 O FOR I = 1 IJ' IS - 1 
19R-
2'1* 
21~c- IF(N( I) · .. LE .. n.. OR .. N( 1+1) .. LE .. n .. ) Tl:tEN 
FIS(I) = -9. 2Z* 
23~< ElSE 
F 'I S ( I ) = N ( I + 1 ) l ( N ( I ) - N S ( I ) ) 
2 c: J 
26 EPIJOOO 
27* 00 FOR I = 1,IS -1 
28* IF(FISCI).LT~D .... ORGN(I) .. LT .. O. OR.N(I+1).lf.O •• OR.LR(I) .. EQ •. O. 
29* > .. OR .. Ln( I+1) ... EQ .. n .. ) THEN 
3'1* SEFIS( I) = 9 
31* ELSE 
32* VFI:i = (FIS(I)·An••2 .. )•(((N(I+1)- NS(I+1 ))**2 .. )/ 
33* > N(I+1)**2 .. )*(1/lR(I+'l)} + (N(I)-NS(I))/(N(I)·*LR(I)) 






1* C ** SURC ** 
2* c 
3* C SUBROUTINE TO ESTir~ATE SURVIVAL(SEBER CH. 5.4.1) 
41c c 
5* C TRONn WESTGaRDP INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH, BER~EN, NORWAY 
6* c 
7 * SU 1~3 R OUT IN. E S U.R C ( F I C ~~ S EF I C , M" LR , IS , IT, R , MT "MAX ) 
8* DIMENSION FIC(1).SEFICC1),M(MAXø1)"LR{1),Z(10n),T(1nn) 
9* OIIYIENSION R(1),MT(1) 
1n~c REAL M,LR MT 
11* COMMON /LAH/ T 
121t c 
c FIC(I) :: EST-IMA TE OF SUR VIV AL IN YEAR I 
c SF.Fit.( !) -- ESTIMATE OF STANDARD ER ROR IN FIC(I) 
c M(I,J) :::: NR .. OF TAGS RECAPTUREn IN J RELEASEn IN 





17* c LR( I) ::::: NR .. OF TAG RECAPTUREn FROM THE RELEASE 













= NR .. OF YEARS TAGS 
::::: \1 R .. OF VEARS TAGS 
= IVIAXIMUM VA LUE IS 
flO FOR T.1 ::: 1 IS 
Z(I1) = 0 ... 
DO FOR I = 1,I1-1 
nO FOR J = I 1 IT 
ARE RELEA SED 
ARE R EC AP TUR En 







ZCI1) = ZCI1) + M(I,J) 
31* 
32* 
E"' fH> O 
EN ODO 
ENI)00 
ZC1) = 11., 
00 FOR I = 1 411 IS 
T(I) = Z(I) +LR(!) 
33* ENOOO 
34* DO FOR I = 1PIS - 1 
I 
.I "i YEAR I 
.35* IF( LR(I+1) .. EQ .. O .... OR .. R(I) .. EQ .. O •• OR. T(I) .EQ. O.)THEN 
36* FIC(I) = -9. 
37* ELSE 
3 '3 * F I C ( I ) = ( ( T ( I ) - M T ( I ) ) l T ( I ) ) * ( L R ( I ) l L R ( I + 1 ) ) * .( R ( I + 1 ) l R ( • ) 
39* ENniF 
4n* . ENODO 
41* f)Q FOR I =.1,IS 1 · 
42·k I F( F IC ( t) .. L T n., .. OR .. Z ( 1.+1) .. EQ .. n .... OR .. LR( I) .. EQ. '1 ~.OR. 
43* > lf~(I+1) ... EQ .. 0 .. ) THEN 
44* SEFICCI) =-o .. 
4.5* ELSE 
46• VFIC = CFICCI)**2.)•( 1/LR(t) + 11LR(I+1) + 11ZCI+1) 
47k > . - 1/R(I)- 11R(I+1)- 1/(LR(I) .+ Z(!))) 
48* ~EFICC I) = SQRT(VFIC) 

















































C ** CHISQR ** 
c 
C ROUTINE TO COMPUTE A CHI-~QUAREn TEST STATISTIC( P.243 IN SEBER) 
c 





REAL !VI LR,.~~T 
C01l1!'<101\1 /LAB/ T 
C NOTF ! SURC( ) MUST BE CALLED BEFORE CHISQR( ) .. 
c 
C FOR F: X P L A ~~AT I ON OF V AR I A 8 LES S E E A L S O SUR C ( ) 
c 
. l 






= THE I\IUMBER OF OEGR EES OF FR EEnOM 
TEST = O .. 
NY= (!I)-1)*(IT-1)- IS*(IS-1)/2., 
1)0 FOR I ::: 1,.IS 
DO FOR J = I".IT 
IF(J EQ. I) THEN 
E I J = ( L R ( I )-* M T ( I ) ) l T ( I ) 
GOTO 1 
ELSEIFCJ .LE. IS) THEN 
EIJ = R(I)*LR(J)*MT(J)/(R(J)*T(J)) 
I 1 = I 
J2 = J 
DO FOR J1 = I1øJ2-1 
.IF(FIC(J1) EQ .. -9 .. ) GOTO 2. 





ENO I F 




TFST :::: -9 .. 
RE fUR N 
END 

